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BerryAlloc Vinyl Planks

Flexible Flooring Solutions from Entry to Exit
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At Beaulieu Flooring Solutions you find the finest flooring under one roof.

We are the European leader in wall-to-wall flooring, with an extensive product 
range, excellent value for money, continuous innovation as well as dedicated 
and flexible professional service.
Two divisions within Beaulieu Flooring solutions, BerryAlloc and Beauflor, both 
commercialise the ‘Vinyl Planks’ product range. Within Vinyl Planks - also 
known as LVT (Luxury Vinyl Tiles)- we offer everything from peel&stick, dryback, 
xxl planks, click vinyl planks to our DreamClick Pro collection with it’s new and 
revolutionary click system. Discover our wide range of over a 100 beautiful 
wood and tile decors.

BerryAlloc also offers you wonderful laminate for residential and commercial 
use, wall panels for kitchens and bathrooms and a complete parquet flooring 
range each with accompanying accessories.
Thanks to our excellent quality, our innovative range and exceptional service, 
the BerryAlloc Group has grown into an international player and highly rated 
interior and decoration specialist for both residential and commercial projects.

BerryAlloc is one of the leading producers of cushion vinyl flooring and the 
only manufacturer in the world to offer products 5m wide. We use state-of-
the-art technology and have invested heavily in the technical aspects of the 
process to improve product benefits, such as easy maintenance and greater 
sound absorption, as well as indoor air quality by developing an antibacterial 
top coat which ensures long-lasting antibacterial protection for your floor.

Flooring Solutions is about providing you with the best of the best in a 
greener and more sustainable way. This particular passion influences both our 
philosophy and our actions.

Find more information about us and the Vinyl Planks range on our websites:

Driven by innovation

Driven by innovation

A new and revolutionary click system 

360° locking system 

A solid HIPS click base 

Advantages 

DreamClick Pro collection 

Safer and healthier every day 

Installation guidelines

Technical data 

Accessories 
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It has never been so easy to install your dreamfloor! You can click the planks together 
in any direction thanks to the unique 4 sided locking system. DreamClick Pro combines 
beauty and durability, is low maintenance and a pleasure to walk on. It is both water-
resistant and sound absorbent, and can be completely recycled!

The DreamClick Pro collection is suitable for any room in your home, it can even be 
installed in shops, hotels and offices.

Above all, it is a floor which you really can install in no time at all,
a dream come true!

1. The top coating, made of polyurethane, is extremely resistant to knocks and wear,
retains its shape, and is completely water-resistant. This means that DreamClick Pro
can also be installed in bathrooms, kitchens and toilets.

2. The wear layer is made of PVC with the printed PVC design film underneath.

3. A solid PVC backing serves as a mould in which the top coatings are placed and is
also the connection to the click frame.

4. The unique HIPS (High Impact polystyrene) click frame with all-round click elements
ensures quick and easy installing in all directions (360°).

5. The durable acoustic dampening bottom coating made of PVC, suppresses sounds
and ensures that DreamClick Pro sounds like real wood.

A new and revolutionary click system

A dream come true
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360° locking system

Super fast installation

The identical 4 sided locking profile allows you to install your DreamClick Pro floor faster than 
traditional click systems. No need to walk back to the other side of the room to start the next 
row. Start the installation in either corner of the room and click your way to the other side. You 
can start the next row where you've finished the previous row.

DreamClick Pro is unbeatable for installing thanks to its unique identical 
interlocking profile on all 4 sides. The planks click together easily on 
each side of the plank, back, front, left or right.

Working together on the same floor

DreamClick Pro offers you the opportunity to have several installers working simultaneously on 
the same floor. You can finish any room in no time at all! 

Versatile and creative

Installing DreamClick Pro is not only easier, but also more fun! Expand your creative thinking and 
install any floor pattern you can think of, you can even mix several colours to create a staggering 
effect.

Click it your own way

You can install DreamClick Pro whichever way you want. Click the planks in by the long side and 
then connect the short side, or prefer doing it the other way around? Go Ahead! You can even 
choose whether to “push” or to “pull” the planks into place, it’s so easy, anyone can do it!

Pull

First click short side First click long side

Push

TRADITIONAL 
CLICK DREAMCLICK PRO
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A solid HIPS click frame

Dimensionally stable
DreamClick Pro is unaffected by high moisture levels and is extremely stable at normal room 
tempera-tures. The HIPS click frame remains stronger and more rigid across a much wider 
temperature range than conventional PVC systems.

No subfloor preparation
Other smooth floors need a lot of preparation time to ensure a successful installation. With 
DreamClick Pro the subfloor requires little or no preparation: you can install DreamClick Pro on 
top of your existing hard flooring such as tiles or laminate. This means considerable time savings! 
The planks and the click system have a certain flexibility to make a perfect joint with no risk of 
the click edges breaking. A dream for renovation projects! Just let the boards acclimatize for two 
days and you’re ready to go!

Reclickable, time and time again
Use the same DreamClick Pro floor time and time again thanks to the stronger and more rigid 
inter-locking tabs than click systems made of PVC alone. You can click and unclick the planks up 
to 30 times! A dream floor for exhibitions and temporary projects.

DreamClick Pro, Vintage Oak Natural 053, 0065965
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Silent & soft floor

DreamClick Pro is a quiet floor, it absorbs noise and gives off a soft 
sound when walked on. DreamClick Pro also feels warm and makes you 
feel like walking on a real wooden floor. 

Suitable for floor heating

DreamClick Pro has a low heat resistance, which makes it an ideal 
match with floor heating.

Water-resistant

DreamClick Pro is resistant to dampness or water spillages. No swelling, 
warping or rotting of the vinyl or HIPS frame. No lifting or curling
on damp floors. (If your subfloor is not water-resistant, e.g. wooden 
beams, protect your subfloor with a membrane).

Lock strength

The stronger joints give a greater resistance to heavy traffic 
and rolling loads. 

Easy maintenance

DreamClick Pro requires very little maintenance, just use a brush or 
vacuum cleaner or you can even clean your floor with a wet mop and 
standard cleaning products.

Environmentally friendly

Because it is made of virgin PVC material, our DreamClick Pro 
floors are 100% recyclable.

Hygienic

All our floors are hygienic, thanks to the polyurethane top layer.

Advantages

DreamClick Pro, River Oak Greige 029, 0065971
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The
superior
click
system

DreamClick Pro, River Oak White 021, 0065973
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DreamClick PRO
Collection

The better solution for commercial flooring.

DreamClick Pro combines extra high durability with 
a variety of designs to choose from, suited for both 
residential and commercial use. From fashionable 
shops, to hotel rooms, to the comfort of your own 
living room.

Thanks to its unique features, installing DreamClick 
Pro means considerable time savings, bringing down 
the total cost of installation:

• Superfast installation thanks to the
revolutionary 360° locking system

• Little or no subfloor preparation and greater
strength over subfloor irregularities thanks to
the super solid HIPS click frame

• Reclickable, time and time again
• Withstands heavy traffic and reduces

maintenance thanks to the heavy duty wear
layer plus PU surface

• The stronger joints give a greater resistance to
heavy traffic and rolling loads (500 kg/m)

DreamClick Pro, Evergreen Oak Pearl  007, 0065972
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PUBLIC AND COMMERCIAL USE,
AREAS WITH HEAVY TRAFFIC

GENERAL
INDUSTRIAL USE

PACKAGING:  BOX: 15 planks = 2,09 m² (16,43 kg)   •   PALLET: 63 boxes = 131,67 m² (1057 kg)   •   BOARD (mm) 914,4 L x 152,4 W x 5,3 TH

DreamClick Pro, King of Forest Saddle 033, 0065967

KING OF FOREST SADDLE 033 ART. 0065967

SCARLET OAK DARK BROWN 010 ART. 0065964

RIVER OAK DARK BROWN 030 ART. 0065966

VINTAGE OAK NATURAL 053 ART. 0065965
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PUBLIC AND COMMERCIAL USE,
AREAS WITH HEAVY TRAFFIC

GENERAL
INDUSTRIAL USE

PACKAGING:  BOX: 15 planks = 2,09 m² (16,43 kg)   •   PALLET: 63 boxes = 131,67 m² (1057 kg)   •   BOARD (mm) 914,4 L x 152,4 W x 5,3 TH

EVERGREEN OAK PEARL 007 ART. 0065972

RIVER OAK GREIGE 029 ART. 0065971

PALMER OAK NATURAL 014 ART. 0065969RIVER OAK NATURAL 013 ART. 0065968

EVERGREEN OAK SAND 008 ART. 0065970

RIVER OAK WHITE 021 ART. 0065973
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PALMER OAK NATURAL 014 ART. 0065969

RIVER OAK NATURAL 013 ART. 0065968

EVERGREEN OAK SAND 008 ART. 0065970

RIVER OAK WHITE 021 ART. 0065973

EVERGREEN OAK PEARL 007 ART. 0065972

VINTAGE OAK NATURAL 053 ART. 0065965

KING OF FOREST SADDLE 033 ART. 0065967

SCARLET OAK DARK BROWN 010 ART. 0065964

RIVER OAK DARK BROWN 030 ART. 0065966

PUBLIC AND COMMERCIAL USE,
AREAS WITH HEAVY TRAFFIC

GENERAL
INDUSTRIAL USE

DreamClick Pro, River Oak Dark Brown 030, 0065966

RIVER OAK GREIGE 029 ART. 0065971
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Before you start: let the planks acclimatize for 48 houres.

The subfloor

• The surface should be clean, dry, hard (e.g. no carpets) smooth with no sharp projections.
• DreamClick Pro will tolerate high moisture levels and mask minor cracks and

small irregularities in the subfloor.
• Make sure the floor is free from chemical contamination, dust and loose debris.
• It is not necessary to remove existing hard floor coverings.
• Uneven floors will require the usual preparation with plyboard or a suitable

smoothing compound.

Setting out

The planks are usually laid straight and parallel to the longer sides of the room
with randomly staggered end joints - as this will result in the least amount of wastage.
Measure the room to accomodate a balanced layout. Determine if the width of the planks in the 
first row need to be cut. Cut off the click edges of the planks  that are facing the wall.

Making the joints

• Join the planks by positioning and sliding them towards each other flat on the
floor so that the connector tabs start to interlock.

• To complete the joint lift the outer edge of one plank upwards to approximately
20° and continue to gently push the planks together to achieve a perfectly tight
joint, then lock the joint by lowering the plank back flat onto the floor.

• Don’t use a hammer to put the planks together.

Expansion gaps

Allow an expansion gap of approx. 5 mm for thermal expansion.

Easy to cut

Use a stanley knife, jig-saw or guillotine

For more info on how to install DreamClick Pro, visit the website: 
www.dreamclick.be

Installation guidelines

DreamClick Pro has a reduced life-cycle impact on the natural 
environment which makes it the perfect floor for the world of 
tomorrow.

• Contains no harmful substances such as heavy metals
• Low VOC-emissions
• No DOP softening additives (lower carbon chain phthalates). These are

replaced by environmentally friendly components in conformity with the
toughest European regulations

• No components from the S.V.H.C. list - December 2012
(Substances of Very High Concern)

• Fire-rating Bfl-s1. Self-extinguishing, allows for increased evacuation time
in case of fire

• 100 % recycable

Safer and healthier every day
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914,4 x 152,4 x 5,3 mm - 36” x 6” x 0.20”

15 planks/box =  2,09 m² (16,43 kg) = 22.49 sq ft (36.81 lb)

63 boxes/pallet = 131,67 m² (1057 kg) = 1,416.87 sq ft (2,354 lb)

Product 
specification

Total	thickness EN	428 5,30	mm	/	.20	inches

Wear	layer EN	429 0,55	mm	/	22	MIL

Total	weight	 EN	430 8	kg/m2	(.5lbs/ft	3)

Surface	treatment PUR

Usage	classification EN	685 23	-	33	-	42

Test results

Underfloor	heating EN	12524 suitable	-	max.	27°	(80°F)

Castor	chair EN	425 pass

Fire	resistance EN	13501-1 Bfl-s1

Coefficient	of	Friction	 ASTM		C	1028 84	Dry				86	Wet

Ptical	Density	of	Smoke	 ASTM	E662 435	Flaming		546	Non	flaming

Durometer	Hardness	 ASTM	D2240 97

Radiant	Flux ASTM	648 Class1

Abrasion	Resistance	 ASTM	D3389 .050	mg

Surface	Burning	Charactersitics	 ASTM	E	84 Flame	Spread	60			Smoke	Dev	850

Chemical	resistance EN	423	/	ASTM	F925 OK	/	No	Effect	24	hrs

Residual	indentation EN	433	/	ASTM	F1914 <	0,10	mm	/	4%

Slip	resistance DIN	51130
EN	13983

R10
class	DS

Sound	reduction EN	ISO	717-2	(∆	Lw) 8	dB

Light	fastness ISO	105-B02 >	6

Drum	noise EPLF SL60

Locking	strength 500	kg/m

Anti	static EN	1815 yes

Residential	warranty Lifetime

Commercial	warranty 10	years

*Information sur le niveau d’émission de substances volatiles dans l’air
intérieur, présentant un risque de toxicité par inhalation, sur une échelle

de classe allant de A+ (très faibles émissions) à C (fortes émissions). 

EN 14041

DOP: 454-DC3313-1

Resilient floor covering
EN 649
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* Also available in champagne and bronze colours.

The perfect finish for a dream floor

Because the correct, meticulously chosen finish makes all the difference in the world, we are not satisfied 
with a half-finished job. That is why BerryAlloc has a comprehensive range of skirtings that is ready for you to use.

AccessoriesAccessories

•  Install your skirtings quickly
and effortlessly.

•  Just install a skirting clip every
50 cm.

•  Our clips also allow you to
easily remove skirtings
without damaging the wall.

• The ideal solution for
remodeling projects.

H 4-7,5 x W 24 x L 2000 mm
Sold per piece

H 4-7,5 x W 33 x L 2000 mm
Sold per piece

H 4-7,5 x W 20 x L 2000 mm
Sold per piece

 H 60 x W 14 x L 2400 mm
Sold per 4 pieces

30 clips per bag
Sold per bag

60 mm Skirting

DreamTec

Clips for skirtings

T-Profile 
Silver Aluminium *

Reducer Profile 
Silver Aluminium *

End Profile 
Silver Aluminium *

With DreamClick Pro an underlay is not necessary, we 
do however recommend DreamTec to improve the 
impact sound levels and to install over porous and  
non-water resistant subfloors.

• Improve the impact sound levels (-18dB)
• Vapour barrier included in underlay
• Install over porous subfloors
• Very high compressive strength
• Available in rolls of 10 m²

Wherever. Forever.

0065965 0065972 0065970 0065971 0065969 0065966 0065967 0065968 0065973 0065964

Vintage Oak 
Natural 053

Evergreen Oak 
Pearl 007

Evergreen Oak 
Sand 008

River Oak 
Greige 029

Palmer Oak 
Natural 014

River Oak Dark 
Brown 030

King Of Forest 
Saddle 033

River Oak 
Natural 013

River Oak 
White 021

Scarlet Oak 
Dark Br. 010

9320-3019 9320-3036  9320-3024 9320-3020 9320-3027 9320-3269 9320-3033 9320-3863  9320-8531 9320-3021 

DreamClick Pro
PLANKS

ACCESSORIES Order quantity

SKIRTING   
60 x 14 x 2400 mm

Per 4 p. 
= 9,6 m

= 15 boards = 63 packs
= 914,4 x 152,4 x 5,3 mm = 2,09 m2 = 131,67 m2

CLIPS - MDF SKIRTING Order quantity

SKIRTING CLIPS AND PLUGS Sold per bag
(30 clips/bag) 9310-0017

FOR COMMERCIAL USEFOR COMMERCIAL USE
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ALUMINIUM PROFILES Order quantity

REDUCER 2 m Per piece4-7,5 x 33 x 2000 mm

T-PROFILE 2 m Per piece4-7,5 x 24 x 2000 mm

END PROFILE 2 m Per piece
4-7,5 x 20 x 2000 mm

Silver Champ. Bronze

9422-3017 9422-3016 9422-3018

9412-3017 9412-3016 9412-3018

9431-3017 9431-3016 9431-3018

UNDERLAYS Order quantity

DREAMTEC (18 DB - 0,9 MM) 10 m² / roll 9300-0008

33 42

(18 DB - 0,9 MM)

4-7,5	x	33	x	2000	mm

4-7,5	x	24	x	2000	mm

Samples:
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